Arrival point
IGI Airport-T3 and
T2

IGI Airport-T1

Distance to
Venue*
60kms

60kms

Ola/Uber Mini offpeak charges*
1200

1200

Non AC
Prepaid**
1200

1200

Meru/
Mega**
1800

1800

Metro to Jahangirpuri Station + 30 kms
by Ola/Uber to Venue*
600
Take Airport line to reach New Delhi,
switch there to Yellow line to reach
Jahangirpuri
600
Take Magenta line to reach Hauz Khas,
switch there to Yellow line to reach
Jahangirpuri
600
Take Yellow line to Jahangirpuri
600
Take Yellow line to Jahangirpuri

New Delhi Station
50kms
1000
1000
NA
(NDLS)
ISBT, Kashmere
40kms
800
800
NA
Gate
Notes
- On Google Maps the venue is at "IIT-DELHI SONIPAT CAMPUS" (NOT "IIT-DELHI HAUZ KHAS") and the nearest metro station is
at "Jahangirpuri Metro Station"
- The venue is upto 2 hrs drive from the IGI airport as well as New Delhi railway station. If you haven't booked your flight/train
yet, plan to reach the venue during the day.
- Before boarding the cab, double check with the driver that he is ready to go to Sonipat and that there are no (toll/night/other)
charges outside the quote/bill
- Definitely skip offers for discounted rides from persons who are not at designated taxi counters at the railway stations/airports
- If you are traveling lite, during off-peak hours i.e. 0600-0800, 1200-1700, 2100-2200, Delhi Metro is an option. The metro
station closest (~30kms) to the venue is "Jahangirpuri Metro Station" and is on the Yellow line. Connecting metro available from
key locations in Delhi/NCR

- Be sure to have charge/roaming data-plan on your phone for directions/cab-booking. If none, then pick one of the
Prepaid/Meru/Mega taxis
- When about 5 kms from the venue watch out for road signages to Ashoka University, the nearest landmark
- Carry some change with you for your own non-conference expenses. ATM's are not very close to the venue
- Chartered bus from IIT-DELHI HAUZ KHAS will leave for the venue on 25-27 October at 7:00 am. Consider this only if it fits into
your itinerary
* Approximate figures
**Based on https://www.mycarhelpline.com

